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J\bstract: i-\ rotating drum system was used to sc:arch for cHI i\(J-nl~. 

spontaneous fission (sf) activity in the reaction of lSN with 

r; 'I (j' 
r. 1

r. I', 
)t(, r~o such activity was found beyond a cross Sl:ct1un l i:niL 

of 0.3 ± 0.3 nb. A sf activity with a half-life 

anll a formation cr'oss s':::ct·ion of 12 nb at 82 :V1eV was ol)servt:d. 

The ·icJentity of this activity l1as not bi;t:n cletenninecL 

~{( 1' I~UCLEAR Rr:ACTIUN: · u13k ( ::JN, X) sf; C"' n~. :3?, SG, 

and liJO ~1eV, observed sf em'itters, T
112 

== 20 n1s, 

U ms, and 2.6 h, measurerJ o(E), comments on 

nonobservation of 80-ms sf activity. 





I. Introduction 

Claims by the ,Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JJNR) at Dubnd 

for the discovery of element 104 are based on their early observation 

of a 0.3-s spontaneous fission (sf) activity, which was assigned to 

t 1~1e t1L'cl·l·r'1e 
2601-04. 1' 11 ) S b t · t b JINR ~ r , J" u sequen expenmen s y cause(J a 

revision in the half-life, first to 0.1 s2) and most recently to 

80 ms. 3•
4

) JINR reported observing this same activity in a variety 
260 of bombardments v.Jith heavy ions in wh·ich 104 could be expected to 

be a product of compound nucleus reactions. Peak cross sections for 

the formation of this activity increased progressively from -o.s to 

8 l·lb f h t· 2421) ( 22 N 4 ) (O 5 b) 12 ) 246c (J.;3 ~ 4 1 or t e re ac · 10ns u e, n • . . n , m u, · n 1 , 

3 248 16 3 249 15 
(1.5 nb). ) Cm( 0,4n), (~1 nb), ) .3nd Bk( N, 4n), 

(8±2 nb), 4
) respectiv:~ly. However, Ghiorso et ___ a._l_. 5

) were unable 

to observe this decay period in the sf activities produced from 
13 16 246 248 -92-MeV 0 and -94-MeV 0 bombardments of Cm and Cm. Further-

more, they determined that the sensitivity of their experiments was a 

factor of 4 to 6 times more than adequate to detect the 30-ms activi~y 

if the results of .JINR vJere cotrect. Thu5, contradictory resuH:~ have 

come from similar experiments at Lawrence Berkeley Laborato~y (LBL) 

and .JINR.. 

It appeared that resolution of this question required that further 

experiments be performed to determine vvhether an 80-ms sf a::tivity 

could be assigned to 260104. Accordingly, beginning in 1976, we 

carried out a series of bombardments of 249Bk with 
15

N ions at 
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•k 

fiv'? different i:m t'nc:rgi1::s ranging from 7'd to 100 ME~V. ) lt i·c, 

illlf.lCHI:ant to note that this targ(';t--projc~ctilf; cxniJination v~c1:; cfw·;cJt 
r 

becaust~ both theon;t ical est imates 0
) and cornparat ivc: r.::xperitncnt-31 

data indicate that the reaction 
249

f3k (
15

N, 4n) would have a hi<Jher 

yield than reacl~ions rnakinq use of targets with lmver atotnic number. 

j · t 260] ()4 l j l j j • 1 I , We expectec tha. . . 't.JOU ( x: prOCUCI?( Wltn a peaK erose; St·'Cl:IIJIJ 

approximc1tely 14 nb lfrith 13?-· V 
15

N hms. 

*A preliminary report of these experiments was given at the 3rd 
International Conference on Nuclei far from Stability, Carg~se, 
Corsica (France), 1.976. 
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2. Experiment 

15 
A 'N beam from the LBL 88-in. cyclotron was used to bombard a 

4.8-rnm-diameter target containing 85 fl9 of 249Bk. The 249Bk, 

chemically separated from its 249
Cf daughter just three days prior 

to the first bombardments, was sublimed as BkF 3 onto a 0.012-mm·

thick substrate of beryllium. 7) The 249Bk target, facing away 

from the incoming beam, was edge-cooled by contact with a water-coolec 

colnmating assembly containing beryllium degrading foils wh·ich 

15 reduced the energy of the N ions by the desired amount. The 

energy of the 15 N ions entering the target assembly was determined 

by the frequency and the magnetic field of the cyclotron. This method 

was checked independently at one point with a magnetic analyzer. The 

target assembly together with the detector system is shown 

schemat ical1y in fig. L 

The technique for detecting spontaneous fission events from the 

260 decay of 104 entailed the collection of recoil atoms on the rim 

surface of a large rotating drum. 8) Surrounding and facing the drum 

surface (0.8-rnm gap) were stationary strips of muscovite mica which 

recorded fragment tracks. The recoil atoms were caught and carried on 

the surface of the drum until they decayed and left tracks ·in the 

mica. After the mica was etched in 48% hydrofluoric acid dt 60°C 

for about 50 minutes, these tracks were readily identified in a micro-

scope at lOOX magnification. The tracks were counted independently by 

tltJo different scanners. The track counting efficiency as measured 

with 252cf sources was 95%. 
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[n thes<::> experiments, we used a water--cooled, 254-mrn diarnt~tt::r· drurn 

rotating at a preset, electronically controlled speed (either 60 or 

48 rpm). Accurat.e rotation rates vJere determined from the frequency 

of interruption of a light beam by a perforated disc mounted on the 

drum shaft. To reduce the density of long-lived nuclei such as 

zcJ
6

1Vld or 
256

Frn which contributed a substantial sf background, we 

moved the 360--rnrn-~ long drum a:<ially at a rate of 7. 7 rnm/s. ThE: direc-

tion of this axial motion was reversed after each full passage so that 

any long-livE-2d activity was continually distributed over the full drun 

surface. By taking only fission tracks in a narrovv 10.6--mrn--vvide beam--

centered path in the mica (fig. 2), corresponding to the location of 

-"75% of the products From compound nucleus n:actions as determ-ined by 

241 ,15 252 . 
the Am \ N,4n) r~o reactwn, we reduced the registration of long-

lived activities by a factor of 34 compared to a fixed, rotatin~) drum. 

The bombardments varied in length from 4.5 to 18 hours. At the 

end of E'ach run, the mica st1Aips were recovered, etched, and scanned 

for characteristic fission tracks. Half-lives were detennined from 

the exponential decay of the number of fission events with circumfer-

c:ntial distance from the target, the time base being provided by 

calculating the surface velocity of the drum from the freque11Cy of 

rotation. The multicomponent decay curves were resolved through 

·least-mean--square (L~lS) fitting by several computer prourarns . .f\s a 

further precaution agdi nst bias, representatives from each of our' 

laboratories independently analyzed the.raw track-counting data. 
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Virtually identical results were obtained. In these analyses, the 

many tracks observed in the leading -7 mm of the first mica strip 

(corresponding to the first 9 ms at 60 rpm drum speed) were not used 

because of the difficulty of identifying fission tracks in the area 

heavily damaged by scattered beam particles. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Bombardments with 15 N were made at 78, 82, 86, 88 and 100 MeV to 

insure that the maximum in the reaction cross se:tion \·vas not missed. 

We were able to observe a short-lived and a long-lived sf activity at 

every ion energy when the drum was rotating at either 60 or 48 rpm. 

The long--l-ived activity, evenly distributed over the entire drum 

surface, presented an approximately flat background. This activity 

was identified in separate recoil-catcher experiments as being due to 

the growth and decay of 2.6-hour 256 Fm fed [)y the electron capture 

decay of 77-minute 256
Md. 

9
) Its production cross sections calculated 

from both the drum and the foil·-collection experiments are given in 

table L 

The short-~ived activities exhibited half-lives of 13 to 20 ms, 

derJcnding on the bo!iibarding energy, and an apparent cross sect·ion that 

has a peak value of 12 nb at 82 MeV. The decay curve and the LMS 

l 1.1 • f 1 256Md 256 F t k ana yses a ow1ng or one component pus a constant - m Jac -

ground are shown in fig. 3. The cross sections and half-lives 

obtai ned at various energies are shown in Table 1 and fig. 4. Ful'ther 

information about the short-lived activity was obtained by means of 

the density profile of the fission tracks on the first mica str·ip 

taken at right angles to the rotation of the drum (fig. 2). The 

relatively narrow distribution suggests that this activity mig~t be 

produced in a compound nucleus-like reaction. 

These data a'llow us to reach the following conclusions: 

l. No statistically significant amount of sf activity 

attributable to an 80-ms half-life was producf~d at any of the 
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tJornbarding eneryies used. This result vJas confirmecl by usinq tout 

eli fferent LfViS computer programs to search the data for' a component 

vrith ar1 i::lU r,ls r1alf-life in atidition to the 13 to 20 rns a.c:iivily ;me! d 

lived background. The results varied from negative intensi~i~s 

d t 78 <Hid \VieV bombarding energies to a rnaxiHwm positive intt"t1si 

of about 4% of the short-lived component in the tllY'ce higrrl'r L'llL' 

bomba nJrnent s. 

2. 1\ st activity with a half-life of about 20 rns and a ion1dtiun 

F cross section that peaks at about 12 nb at a JN energy of 82 MeV is 

clearly observed. This is probably the same activity that was dis

coverecJ earlier in bombardments of 
248

crn with 94-Me\1 
16o ions. 5) un 

the other hand, it remained undetected ·in irrad·iat ions uf ciU1e1" 24 bcm 

i.u . 24b . 1r 10 2CC) . with 0 wns or Cm w1th ,)N ions. ) l.:lecause - ll)4 c:armot 

rnade in the latter reaction and would have an rmc1etectablc small ;i1~li' 

in the forrner, but can be rnaoe from 248 cm( 16o,4n) .3-nci 
249 tsk(E>N,!.\n) 

reactions, the results of these cross bombardments would b~ consistent 

• h • t f h • t • • t t 260 · • A lfnt the ass1gnmen o t 1s ac 1v1 y o ·· l01+. Altt10U~Jh this 

ass i<Jnment would be further supported by the absolute rnagn itucle of the 

cross section, the narrow width of the peak of the excitation curve 

ana the forward-peaked angular distribution, we feel that wr cannot at 

present el·irr,inate other possibilities without aclditicmai ~~xpcri,nents. 

This activity mi\:)ht still be clUe to a tr0nsfer reaction or chc;rs; 

par'ticle evaporation producing a nuclide ':iomevvhat lov~cr in Z than 104. 
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3. There is evidence for another short-lived sf activity with a 

half-life of about 13 ms. It apparently has a broad excitation func-

tion that extends to our highest bombarding energies. This activity 

conceivably could be due to 13.7-ms 2425fAm produced in a transfer 

reaction. The broadness of the excitation function could imply that 

the half-life of the major "20-ms 11 component might be a few rni lli~ 

seconds longer than 20 rns from an admixtut·e of the 1.3-ms component, 

We conclude tf1at an 80-ms sf activity \A/as not observed i:1 these 

bombardments covering a broad range of 15 N energies. The maximum 

cross sect-ion allowed by our n~sults for the fol1llation of an 80--rns sf 

activity is 0.3±0.3nb. This cross section must be compared to the 

8±2 nb reported 

by Alonso 6) for 

4 
by Drui n and co-~'10rkers ) and the 14 nb cal cul at<~cl 

the 249 sk( 15 N,4n) 250104 reaction. A calculation 

using the same parameters correctly reproduces the measured cross-

section of the quite similar reaction, 249ct( 15 N,4n), 260105. We can 

only conclude that the nuclide 260104 does not decay by spontaneous 

fission with a half-life in the range of 80-300 ms as claimed by the 

JINR investigators. We suggest that their activity is either produced 

from some common impurity in their targets o~~ is due to an 

exper·imental art if act. 

The authors wish to express their gratitude to the following 

colleagues for their support and able assistance: P. A. Baisden, L 

Binder, D. M. Lee, D. J. Morrissey, R. J. Otto, G. T. Seaborg, and 

K. E. Thcmas. We also wish to thank the staff of the 88 in. cyclotron 

for many hours of excellent beams. 



Table 1. Ha f-lives and formation cross sections served for the short and 
l lived components at each bombardment energy. Tpe l column 
lists formation cross sections ained for 25 Mdj25oFm in short 
duration experiments re the recoil p cts were collected on thin 
Al foils. 

2'6 /h' 
N nergy Integrat~~ t 112 short c short cr ~ Md ~-J0Md 

-I I 

1 

77.9 

81.6 

85.7 

88 

_fLL!_~ -~lQ __ ~ ____ --~q_rr~~_(2_r~~r:t(!~~) ___ C:Q!l!J2_Q_r:~~~l~~)- ____ (_ ~b ______ r=:_ O_ i_l_E_x_:_e_:__ __ lQ_~) 

L 19.9 ± 2.0 6.8 ± 2.4 - 28.6 .± 9.5 

' !:) 1 l. ,,_,_ 20.1 ± 1.7 11.7±4.1 - 272 ± 32 

0.29 .9 ± 2.5 5.4 ± 1.9 240 ± 90 

l. 31 12.7 ± 2.0 4.2 ± LS 280 ± 100 _-l:: 51 

l. 18 12.8 ± 3.0 3.6 ± 1.3 - 208 ± 42 
\.0 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Isometric view of the drum system. 

Fig. 2. Fission track distribution on the micas perpendicular to the 

rotation of the drum. 

Fig. 3. Decay curves and LMS analysis of the spontaneous fissi•Jn 

events (beam energy: 82 MeV, beam integral: 1.51·10
17 ions). 

Fig. 4. Dependence of the cross section for the short-lived sf 

t th f th 15 N . t 'l componen on · e energy o e proJeC 1 e. 
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